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Armis provides an agentless, enterprise-class device security platform 
designed to address the threat landscape of unmanaged and IoT devices. 
Customers use the company’s real-time and continuous protection to see and 
control all managed, unmanaged, and IoT devices – from traditional devices 
such as laptops and smartphones to new smart devices including smart TVs, 
webcams, printers, HVAC systems, industrial control systems, and medical 
devices. Armis provides passive asset inventory, risk management, and 
detection and response to help organizations understand and mitigate their 
risk. 

Monitoring this broad range of devices depends on Armis building 
integrations for them – integrations that are all API driven. Prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the Armis team was able to manually document, test, 
manage, and secure all these APIs. When the pandemic hit and Armis’ 
customers all started having employees working from home, those customers 
suddenly needed Armis to build integrations with an untold number of new 
devices. 

“We spun up more than 100 new integrations in just the first few months of 
the pandemic – across different technologies, products, and vendors – and 
all of that is happening over APIs,” says Curtis Simpson, CISO at Armis. “We 
went from 10s of APIs to 100s of APIs in weeks – there was no way we could 
keep up with creating and updating Swagger files for documentation and pen 
testing every new API.”

Simpson knew he needed automation for discovering, monitoring, and 
protecting this exponential growth in APIs.  After evaluating multiple solutions, 
the company settled on Salt Security.

Armis leverages the Salt platform to automatically and continuously discover 
all of its APIs, capturing granular details about them to eliminate blind 
spots and assess risk. The platform also automatically baselines typical 
API behavior patterns and identifies anomalies, further inspecting them to 
distinguish user mistakes or changes in APIs from malicious behavior. Salt 
surfaces only the attack patterns, reducing alert fatigue and enabling Armis to 
respond quickly or to automate the shutdown of the attack.
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Salt Security protects the APIs that form the core of every modern application. Its patented API 
Protection Platform is the only API security solution that combines the power of cloud-scale big data 
and time-tested ML/AI to detect and prevent API attacks. By correlating activities across millions of 
APIs and users over time, Salt delivers deep context with real-time analysis and continuous insights 
for API discovery, attack prevention, and shift-left practices. Deployed in minutes and seamlessly 
integrated within existing systems, the Salt platform gives customers immediate value and protection, 
so they can innovate with confidence and accelerate their digital transformation initiatives.
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With Salt, we’re getting 
API security in runtime, so 
we can rapidly build and 
release new APIs and know 
we’re fully protected.”

– Curtis Simpson, CISO

“Our integration team is also using Salt to track how our APIs are used. We 
can see which ones are being consumed and what functions are being used,” 
says Simpson. “Without Salt, they would have had to build all that monitoring 
capability themselves for all these new APIs, but with Salt doing that work, 
they can instead build new integrations. That’s a huge added value. 

“We’ve also been able to use Salt for compliance and FedRAMP [Federal Risk 
and Authorization Management Program],” Simpson continues. “We were 
able to submit the full catalog of all our APIs and where sensitive data was 
involved to FedRAMP right out of the Salt platform.”

Simpson also appreciates the “shift left” capabilities of Salt. With remediation
details, the DevOps teams can immediately update the coding of the APIs to 
improve security. “With Salt, we’re deploying API runtime security, so we get 
immediate and ongoing value for APIs, even as we rapidly build new ones,” 
says Simpson. “Improving dev practices is super valuable, but you can’t shift 
everything left at once. You’re changing the culture along with introducing a 
bunch of new technology into the pipeline. So with Salt, you get protected 
right now, and then you can focus on getting developers the remediation 
insights.”

Top use cases for Armis:
• attack prevention: Armis has been introducing so many new APIs so fast 

that the company needs Salt to monitor them for exploitation.
• dynamic API discovery: As Armis releases new APIs weekly, Salt creates 

a continuous inventory of all the APIs and shows where they expose 
sensitive data. 

• remediation insights: Armis taps Salt to send details about how APIs can 
be strengthened directly to the right dev teams.

• compliance: Armis can leverage the dynamic reporting in Salt to provide 
reporting on its full set of APIs and sensitive data for compliance and to 
demonstrate FedRAMP adherence.
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